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Legend

PVC-Free, Eco-Friendly Polyurethane Material
Ready-to-Assemble Furniture
STEM
Toddler Sturdiblock Set
CF362-552

Ages: 6 months and up
Help stimulate creativity and stacking skills with this set of seven big bright and chunky blocks. All Sturdiblocks are 6”h with varying dimensions perfectly sized for little ones. These soft sturdy foam shapes are covered in wipe clean material. Blocks are colored in primary colors.
Size: Four 6” cubes
Two 12”l x 6”w x 6”h rectangles
One 12”l x 12”w x 6”h square

Sunshine Mat
CF805-161

Ages: All Ages
Brighten up any learning space with our Sunshine Mat. Sunny mat provides a soft and easily transportable surface for individual or group activities. Padded surface keeps little ones comfortable and clean! Soft environmentally friendly polyurethane covering is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h

childrensfactory.com
Tunnel Climber - Primary
CF805-173

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Vibrant primary colors highlight this versatile soft climber. Young explorers can crawl around and pull themselves up on the colorful shapes or venture through the tunnel. As they grow and gain confidence, they will climb to the top to survey their world! The pieces attach securely with hook and loop fasteners creating a tidy and safe play environment. A floor mat goes under the tunnel keeping crawling children clean. Dense foam shapes have no sharp edges and cover material easily wipes clean.
Size: 60"l x 20"w x 15"h

Climb and Play 6 Piece Play Set - Primary
CF805-168

Ages: 8 months and up
Tiny architects and future engineers can enhance their gross motor skills with our collection of soft climbable shapes. The stacking, climbing, crawling and building will never end with these simple shapes that can be put together in countless different ways. Play forms are even lightweight enough for toddlers to arrange and rearrange! Solid 1 color blocks were designed so teachers can easily teach basic colors to inquisitive little learners.
Climb and Play 6 Piece Play Set - Woodland
CF805-169

Ages: 8 months and up
Tiny architects and future engineers can enhance their gross motor skills with our collection of soft climbable shapes. The stacking, climbing, crawling and building will never end with these simple shapes that can be put together in countless different ways. Play forms are even lightweight enough for toddlers to arrange and rearrange! Solid 1 color blocks were designed so teachers can easily teach basic colors to inquisitive little learners.

Tunnel Climber - Woodland
CF805-172

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Cozy woodland colors highlight this versatile soft climber. Young explorers can crawl around and pull themselves up on the colorful shapes or venture through the tunnel. As they grow and gain confidence, they will climb to the top to survey their world! The pieces attach securely with hook and loop fasteners creating a tidy and safe play environment. A floor mat goes under the tunnel keeping crawling children clean. Dense foam shapes have no sharp edges and cover material easily wipes clean.
Size: 60”l x 20”w x 15”h
**Climb and Play 6 Piece Play Set - Contemporary**
CF805-170

**Ages: 8 months and up**
Tiny architects and future engineers can enhance their gross motor skills with our collection of soft climbable shapes. The stacking, climbing, crawling and building will never end with these simple shapes that can be put together in countless different ways. Play forms are even lightweight enough for toddlers to arrange and rearrange! Solid 1 color blocks were designed so teachers can easily teach basic colors to inquisitive little learners.

**Tunnel Climber**
CF805-171  Contemporary

**Ages: 8 months - 3 years**
Vibrant contemporary colors highlight this versatile soft climber. Young explorers can crawl around and pull themselves up on the colorful shapes or venture through the tunnel. As they grow and gain confidence, they will climb to the top to survey their world! The pieces attach securely with hook and loop fasteners creating a tidy and safe play environment. A floor mat goes under the tunnel keeping crawling children clean. Dense foam shapes have no sharp edges and cover material easily wipes clean.
Size: 60"l x 20"w x 15"h
**Set of 2 Circle Seats**
CF805-159  Light Blue
CF805-160  Blue

**Ages: 2 years - 5 years**
Create an inviting place to sit with our circular modular seating set! Provide cozy social seating for story time and group activities with these versatile seats. Each seat has a 12” seat height. Seats are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.

**Size:** 29”l x 11-3/4”w x 11-3/4”h

**Set of 2 Modular Seats**
CF805-157

**Ages: 2 years - 5 years**
Provide cozy social seating for story time and group activities with these versatile seats. Each seat has a 12” seat height. Seats are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.

**Size:** 15”l x 15”w x 11-3/4”h

**Set of 4 Wedge Ottomans**
CF805-163

**Ages: 2 years - 5 years**
Liven up your reading center with our versatile wedge ottomans! Seats are perfect for story time and group activities and are designed to fit together in a circle or underneath tables when not in use. Each seat has a 10” seat height and features a tab to make pulling seat from underneath table a breeze and to aid in easily transporting seat from one location to another. Seats are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.

**Size:** 14-1/4”l x 14-1/4”w x 10”h
### Turtle Seat™ 22” Gray
CF805-162

**Ages: 14 years and up**
This Turtle Seat™ provides a sturdy place for caregivers to sit when interacting with little ones or sitting comfortably at a table or desk. Turtle Seats allow one to rock gently while keeping the core engaged.

**Features:**
- Allows for movement and natural fidgeting
- 2 flat sides aid in stability
- Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethane material
- Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom

**Size:** 22”l x 22”w x 22”h

### Comfy Reading Center
CF805-165

**Ages: 2 years and up**
Liven up your reading area with our Comfy Reading Center! Seats are perfect for story time and group activities. Center book storage gives little readers easy access to their favorite books. Each seat has a 10” seat height and is covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.

**Size:** 48”l x 18”w x 18”h

### Mobile Reading Center
ANG1710

Take your reading center anywhere with our Mobile Reading Center! Unit includes spacious top storage to keep your supplies organized and readily available. Unit includes 3 lightweight 10”h seats that can be rotated to be 14”h for older children. Seats feature easy carrying handle and are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect. Our Mobile Reading Center will provide a cozy social seating area for story time.

**Size:** 32-1/4”l x 14-1/2”w x 26-1/4”h

### 90 Degree Bench
ANG1670

**Ages: 6 years - 12 years**
Create an inviting reading space with this versatile bench.

**Features:**
- Solid birch construction
- Large padded cushion fits 2 children and is covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect
- Two storage areas hold book collections and learning materials

**Size:** 29-1/2”l x 29-1/2”w x 13”h
Shape Sorter Seats and Educational Rug
CF805-145  Set
CF805-144  Seats Only
CPR3000    Rug Only

Ages: 2 years - 6 years
Teach little ones color and shape matching with our Shape Sorter Seats and Educational Rug Set! Versatile Shape Sorter Seats and Rug doubles as a cozy social seating space for story time and group activities. Each seat has a 10” seat height. Seats are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.
Size: 79”l x 79”w

Learning Time Game and Educational Rug
CF805-155  Set
CF805-156  Game Only
CPR529       Rug Only

Ages: 2 years and up
Make learning to tell time fun with our Learning Time Game and Clock Educational Rug! Game features lightweight clock hands and a pair of dice. Have students roll the dice and set the clock. Clock hands and dice are covered in environmentally friendly polyurethane that is PVC free and easy to wipe clean and disinfect.
Size: 79”l x 79”w
Alphabet Scramble - Rectangle
CPR3003 Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3004 Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Counting Color Dots - Rectangle
CPR3031 Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3032 Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Number Pile - Rectangle
CPR3023 Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3024 Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
Lily Pad Counting Fun - Rectangle
CPR3059   Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3060   Large
Size: 12'1 x 8’w

Alphabet Animals Border - Rectangle
CPR3061   Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w

CPR3062   Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w

Alphabet Animals - Rectangle
CPR3063   Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w

CPR3064   Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w
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Rainbow Prism Border - Rectangle
CPR3035  Small  
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3036  Large  
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Rainbow Mosaic - Rectangle
CPR3009  Small  
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3010  Large  
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Rainbow Mosaic Border - Rectangle
CPR3033  Small  
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3034  Large  
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
Color Block - Cool Tones - Rectangle
CPR3027  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3028  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Checker Blue - Rectangle
CPR3005  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3006  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Color Block - Primary - Rectangle
CPR3029  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3030  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
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Solar System - Rectangle
CPR3013 Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w
CPR3014 Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w

Rainbow Shapes - Rectangle
CPR3011 Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w
CPR3012 Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w

Alphabet Crayon - Rectangle
CPR3021 Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w
CPR3022 Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w
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Alphabet Border - Rectangle
CPR3017 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3018 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w

Counting Color Grid - Rectangle
CPR3007 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3008 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w

Alphabet Cars - Rectangle
CPR3001 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3002 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w
Border Alphabet Scramble - Rectangle
CPR3025 Small
Size: 9'1 x 6’w
CPR3026 Large
Size: 12'1 x 8’w

Alphabet Stars - Blue and Green - Rectangle
CPR3019 Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w
CPR3020 Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w

Counting Fish - Rectangle
CPR3066 Small
Size: 9’1 x 6’w
CPR3067 Large
Size: 12’1 x 8’w
Counting with Lady Bugs - Rectangle
CPR3065  Large
Size: 11'9"l x 8'5"w

Seating Dots Primary - Rectangle Small
CPR3079
Size: 9'1" x 6'w

Seating Dots Primary - Rectangle Large
CPR3080
Size: 12'1" x 8'w
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Playful Numbers 1-10 - Woodtones - Rectangle
CPR3038  Small
Size: 79”l x 51”w

CPR3068  Large
Size: 11’9”l x 8’5”w

Alphabet Seating Tree - Rectangle
CPR3039  Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3040  Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w

Alphabet Border - Woodtones - Rectangle
CPR3053  Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3054  Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w
Color Block - Woodtones - Rectangle
CPR3045  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

Grid Border - Woodtones Brown - Rectangle
CPR3048  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3069  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Rainbow Mosaic Woodtones - Rectangle
CPR3015  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3016  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
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Friendly Forest - Blue - Rectangle
CPR3046  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

Flower Seating - Rectangle
CPR3055  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

Friendly Forest - Green - Rectangle
CPR3047  Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w

CPR3073  Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
Alphabet Cars - Woodtones - Rectangle
CPR3043 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3044 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w

STEAM Alphabet - Rectangle
CPR3051 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3052 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w

Eco-Kids - Rectangle
CPR3049 Small
Size: 9’l x 6’w

CPR3050 Large
Size: 12’l x 8’w
Seating Dots - Blues - Rectangle Small
CPR3041
Size: 9' x 6'w

Seating Dots - Blues - Rectangle Large
CPR3070
Size: 12' x 8'w

Seating Dots - Woodtones - Rectangle Small
CPR3042
Size: 9' x 6'w
Seating Dots - Woodtones - Rectangle Large
CPR3071
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Friendly Fern Blue - Rectangle
CPR3074   Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3075   Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w

Friendly Fern Brown - Rectangle
CPR3076   Small
Size: 9'1 x 6'w
CPR3077   Large
Size: 12'1 x 8'w
Value Line™ Birch Mobile Changer
ANG9040

All your baby-changing supplies are within reach with this easy-access, open storage mobile table!
- Units are constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch with a durable UV finish
- Deep, spacious shelves for supplies and diaper bags
- Standard 7”d changing well
- 1” thick changing table pad
- Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly
- Accommodates up to 100 lbs.
Size: 31”l x 27”d x 36”h
Angels Rest® Gingham Cot Sheets

Features:
• Made from poly/cotton blend
• Elastic loops keep sheet neatly in place

AFB5700TG    Toddler-Gingham
Size: 38-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w

AFB5700SG    Standard-Gingham
Size: 50-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w
**Chair® Set of 2**  
CF910-081  Yellow and Green  
CF910-082  Blue and Red  

**Ages: 12 months and up**  
Our versatile 15” lightweight Chair® for indoor and outdoor use, features radius corners and multiple uses. First, use as a chair with either 6” or 9” high seat. Second, flip our chair over and it serves either as a 15” high table, or the perfect seat height for adults. Manufactured from non-toxic recyclable polyethylene. 
Size: 15”l x 15”w x 15”h

**Table Top Magnifier**  
ANG9041  

**Ages: 2 years and up**  
Allow your inquisitive students to get an up-close view of rocks, leaves, insects, and much more with our Table Top Magnifier! The lens is mounted in a durable birch platform with sturdy birch legs. Objects placed below the magnifier are magnified 2-1/2x so even the smallest details are visible. 
Size: 9-1/4”l x 8-1/2”w x 9”h

**Sensory Table - Triangular**  
ANG1847  

**Ages: 3 years and up**  
Triangular sand and water table offers quality, mobility and storage in one! Sensory table is modular and can be combined with additional rectangular and triangular sensory tables to create the ideal sensory experience for varying classroom and group sizes. 
Features:  
- Ultra-durable with a 5/8” thick, 11-ply birch frame  
- 5 locking casters for easy mobility  
- Must be stored indoors  
- Easy assembly required  
Size: 24”l x 18”w x 25”h
Value Line™ Birch Clear Sand & Water Table
ANG9029C

Ages: 3 years and up
Roomy sand and water table offers quality and afford-ability in one!
Features:
• Ultra-durable with a 5/8” thick, 11-ply birch frame
• 4 locking casters for easy mobility
• Spacious 8” deep well
• Must be stored indoors
• Clear tub allows for side viewing
• Easy assembly required
Size: 45”l x 20”w x 22”h

Sensory Table - Rectangular
ANG1846

Ages: 3 years and up
Rectangular sand and water table offers quality, mobility and storage in one! Sensory table is modular and can be combined with additional rectangular and triangular sensory tables to create the ideal sensory experience for varying classroom and group sizes.
Features:
• Ultra-durable with a 5/8” thick, 11-ply birch frame
• 4 locking casters for easy mobility
• Must be stored indoors
• Easy assembly required
Size: 22”l x 20”w x 25”h

Large Clear Sand and Water Table
1160-18  18”h Table
1160-24  24”h Table

Ages: 3 years and up
Large clear sand and water table has steel frame and 4 casters (2 locking). Fits up to 6 children for fun group activities.
Size: 45”l x 20”w x 18-24”h